
Lenovo 300e
2ND GEN

For schools that need powerful, portable, 
multi-mode devices—and need them now—the 
Lenovo 300e 2nd Gen represents a smarter way 
forward for classes beginning this fall. Built on 
the familiar Windows 10 platform and packed 
with the latest AMD 3015e processors, the 
300e 2nd Gen creates an interactive learning 
experience in the classroom and beyond.

With features like a 360-degree Sync hinge 
allowing for four different modes and an optional 
5MP world-facing camera that encourages 
collaboration anywhere and everywhere, this 
state-of-the-art learning machine is built for 
the future of education. It also boasts the 
rugged durability you’ve come to expect 
from Lenovo in addition to robust security 
features and simplified device management.



FUTURE-READY FEATURES

Past meets future in the 300e 2nd Gen, which combines the familiar Windows 10 platform with 
the latest AMD processors. Its 360-degree Sync hinge allows students and teachers to transition 
seamlessly between four different modes for reading, writing, drawing, typing, content creation, 
and presentation. 

UNINTERRUPTED LEARNING

In addition to a variety of ports, WiFi 6 capability, and a battery that lasts up to 12.3 hours* 
on one charge, the 300e 2nd Gen features a 720p front-facing and optional 5MP world-facing 
camera that turns any classroom into an interactive learning environment and ensures that class 
continues as scheduled even if students and teachers are connecting from home. 

SMARTER FEATURES

Tap, scroll, and swipe with a finger on the 300e 2nd Gen’s 11.6-inch, 10-point multitouch display. 
Or use a common No. 2 pencil to interact directly and safely with the screen without fear 
of scratches. This Pencil Touch technology is ideal for taking tests, drawing, and notetaking 
because it’s more accurate than using a finger. When even more precision is required, an 
optional integrated AES pen is located just inside.

EXTREME SECURITY

The 300e 2nd Gen is protected by multiple built-in security solutions. In addition to Windows 10 
security features that protect the device from unauthorized use, the 300e 2nd Gen comes with 
AMD Memory Guard, which provides full memory encryption to help protect sensitive data if the 
device is ever lost or stolen. 

TOUGH TECHNOLOGY

The 300e 2nd Gen is designed to withstand the scrapes, slips, and spills of a typical school day—
whether in the classroom or at the kitchen table—with a drop-resistant design, water-resistant 
(up to 330 ml) keyboard, and reinforced 360-degree Sync hinge. 

Lenovo 300e 2nd GEN

flexibility
From laptop to tablet to tent to stand, the 
300e 2nd Gen is like four different learning and 
teaching tools in one. 

pencil touch technology
No Pen? No problem. Use a No. 2 pencil to 
interact directly with the touch screen without 
marking or scratching it.

durability
The 300e 2nd Gen is built for education  
with a water-resistant (up to 330 ml)  
keyboard, reinforced ports, and mechanically-
anchored keys.

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies 
significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.
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performance
PROCESSOR
AMD 3015e 

OPERATING SYSTEM
Up to Windows 10 Pro

GRAPHICS
AMD Radeon™ Graphics

CAMERA
720p with optional 5MP world-facing camera 

MEMORY
4GB DDR4

STORAGE
64GB eMMC and 128GB SSD

BATTERY
Up to 12.3 hours,* 42WHr battery with Quick Charge

AUDIO
Stereo 

security
Kensington® lock slot
AMD Memory Guard

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS
1x USB-C 3.1 Gen 1
2x USB-A 3.1 Gen 1
1x HDMI
1x MicroSD card reader
1x 3.5 mm audio and microphone combo jack

WIFI
Intel® WiFi 6 AX200

design
DISPLAY
11.6” HD WVA Touch (1366 x 768, 250 nits)  
   Dragontrail™ Pro glass display

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)
290 x 204 x 20.85 mm
11.4 x 8.0 x 0.8 in

WEIGHT
1.32 kg/2.9 lbs.

MIL-STD-810G
Yes

KEYBOARD
Water-resistant (up to 330 ml) keyboard and touchpad with 
mechanically-anchored keys

PEN
Optional AES Pen

optional services
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support 
and protect your investment—so you can focus on education, 
not IT.

PREMIER SUPPORT
Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo 
technicians offering comprehensive hardware and software 
support. Gives you a consistent point of contact within Lenovo 
to ensure that your case resolution is professionally managed 
from start to finish.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides 
coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal 
operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage to 
the integrated screen.

ONSITE WARRANTY
Ensures covered upgrades will be addressed by the next 
business day. This convenient service keeps your machines and 
data on school grounds throughout the repair.

ASSET RECOVERY SERVICES - CERTIFIED EOL ASSET DISPOSAL
Helps you mitigate the environmental and data security risks 
associated with disposing of old assets, including competitors’ 
products.

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies 
significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

accessories 

LENOVO PROTECTIVE CASE PN: 4X40V09690

This custom-molded protective case fits your device 
perfectly while providing full functionality and access to all 
ports. Its durability, cleanable exterior, as well as reinforced 
edge and corner protection make it ideal for classrooms, 
field trips, or anywhere accidental bumps and drops are 
prone. It also features a translucent backside and clear 
window for asset tagging. 

LENOVO USB-C 7-IN-1 HUB PN: 4X90V55523

Sleek and compact, this USB-C hub offers one-stop 
docking with up to seven options. Easily connect to an 
external 4K display with HDMI and up to three USB-A 
devices. There are also two SD/TF card readers and USB-C 
power pass-through. 

LENOVO PRO WIRED STEREO VOIP HEADSET PN: 4XD0S92991

This headset offers the versatility of using the USB or 
3.5mm connection, allowing users to stay connected 
with their PC or personal device. It also features a noise-
cancelling microphone that eliminates background noise for 
better conversation. Set up is easy—simply plug in and go. 
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